
 

 

FORWARD 

MCC’s Governing Board structure was approved at General Conference XXIV in 2010. We 

appreciate your support and your feedback.  We are accountable to you, and our General 

Conference report is one way we want to express that.  

Our MCC mission statement is “Transforming Ourselves as we Transform the World.”  We 

have had a visceral experience in being tried, tested, and transformed this triennium.  

Right up front, we want to ask forgiveness from MCC churches, lay leaders, clergy and 

members, for not behaving or governing ourselves in the ways you have a right to expect.  

We have worked on asking and receiving forgiveness from each other, and now we ask you 

as well.  We want to model what we want to see in our church boards and leadership.   

We asked for help, from experts within and from outside MCC, and have released reports 

from them, and continued to work and consult with them going forward.  We learned some 

difficult, painful issues about how we conduct meetings in compliance with our own 

covenant and policies, and the law, and the use and misuse of social media. 

We are learning what it means to have a global, Governing Board – one that is a volunteer 

board, a church board, and also a non-profit board.  We are learning how to work across 

cultural differences, including how non-profits (NGOs) work. We are learning how to 

balance skills and interests, and how to build a trusting and trustworthy team as we create 

and revise our covenant and norms, and as we navigate change together. As a board, we are 

leading an organization that struggles with resources. We are learning how to work with 

our Development staff, in fund development, which though standard for non-profits, is not 

as familiar to church boards.  
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Each triennium the Governing Board changes, more sometimes than others. This time, we 

will experience profound change. There will be an adjustment period, where training and 

onboarding will be so important, with a new Moderator.   

In the last triennium, we achieved better, more intentional progressive 

internationalization, on our Commissions and committees. We have had more global input 

on our policies, and from diverse perspectives.  We created and monitored high functioning 

global committees that mostly functioned virtually.  

We also had to deal with the fact that we are in a prolonged period of financial distress in 

our world. Though there is not as much volatility as there was three years ago, there is 

prolonged financial stress.  You know this well, you see it in your churches. We see it in our 

people and our leaders.   

Last Conference we were breathing a premature sigh of relief, grateful that we had come 

through the financial storm. But, we were too optimistic about the strength of the recovery.  

So, we adjusted several times over the last three years. We are made some key investments 

in long term strategies for growth that we believe have borne fruit.  

But we recognize that all this is not enough.  At this General Conference, we come to you to 

ask you to authorize a Commission on creating a Sustainable Model for MCC globally, 

including reviewing our assessment structure, our covenants and expectations of our 

churches and leadership going forward. We need to have honest “kitchen table” 

conversations with our churches, Networks, clergy and lay leaders about how what is 

needed, what is possible for the future of MCC.  Let’s help a new Governing Board and 

Moderator hear your voices about what you want and need from MCC, and what we can 

realistically accomplish together.  

We come to you believing that, with God’s help, we are stronger together, as churches, 

leaders, and as a denomination.  We come to you believing that we have an impact in the 

world so much greater than our size and resources, much like every local MCC church.   

What holds us together through transitions is our faith – in the God who called us in the 

first places, and in the God who has a future and a plan for us going forward.  We believe 

that the message and ministry of MCC is needed more than ever everywhere in the world.  

We trust that you are here at this General Conference because you believe that too. Let us 

“BE MCC” together as we face our future boldly.  

 Accomplishments: 

 Presenting a  new Statement of Faith brought by the Commission 

 Managed Finances  (see Finance Section) 
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 Managed Investments, dealt with pension issues, no external debt 

 Supported MNC and GBNC  Nominating processes 

 Held a successful Virtual General Conference to affirm 7 new Elders 

 Invested in several new programs: (see Moderator’s report for more details) 

 Emerging Ministries: New church starts 

 Clergy wellness support 

 Network leader gathering and training  

 Revitalization and Peer learning  

 Hired Development director to oversee donor and planned giving programs 

 Raised funds for Development Director position 

 Adapted the Strategic Plan as we had to downsize staff 

 Governing Board offered opportunities for virtual communication and participation  

 The Governing Board worked with staff and our diversity councils to insure more 

diversity and global participation in our committees, commissions.  

 

Accounting from promises of since last General Conference in 2013: 

o 2016 General Conference:  we are able to do virtual voting on elections, first ballot 

only, and before General Conference, but an improvement from 2013, and within 

our present capacity 

o We are introducing better voting technology, electronic 

o We have struggled with the Website, but are making more modest and incremental 

changes, due to funding and present staff capacity. Have improved and upgraded 

other MCC communications, social media.  

o We are working on better ways to translate key documents, this is also a funding, 

staffing and justice issue.   

  

 

Sarah Jane Ramage, Vice Chair, 2015 – 2016 

Ms. Raquel Benítez-Rojas 

Rev. Onetta Brooks, Secretary, 2015 - 2016 

Rev. Clinton Crawshaw 

Rev. Elder Dr. Nancy Wilson, Moderator, Chair 
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SECTION I:  FINANCES 
 

Financial Report to General Conference XXVI 
 

GB focus since 2013 has been on securing a long term sustainable future for the 
denomination, this follows on from the work done in 2010-2013 to reduce costs in the 
volatile financial environment of world economics.  During 2013 & 2014 the economic 
environment appeared to be relatively stable and enabled us to review the current position 
of the Denomination and look forward to alternative options for future stability.  This 
changed in 2015 as the stagnation of world economies highlighted the continued volatility 
in world markets and in our core geographies impacted assessment incomes. 
 
We therefore report on three areas: 
Future strategies 
Current financial stability and  
Accuracy and clarity of financial position 
 
Future strategies 
 
Since the formation of the denomination the principle income stream to support program 
development, clergy and churches has been via contributions from local churches made via 
the Tithe/ Assessment systems.  Since 2008, this income stream has dramatically reduced 
and continues to do so.  Part of this is a result of the intentional rate reductions in 2011 
&2013 but the majority is a mirror of the effects of seen in local churches as a result of the 
economic crash in 2008.   
Our newer churches tend to be in countries which are economically poorer and our existing 
churches continue to see the effects of wage stagnation and decline. 
 
We have reacted to the income reduction by reducing staff and programs and have now got 
to the point where we cannot make further cuts without reviewing operations at a 
fundamental level, reviewing the system of assessments and making stronger efforts to 
secure alternative funding. 
 
For many years our income has consisted largely of contributions made by local churches 
to the denominations central funds.  These funds are crucial to support the work of the 
offices as they support local congregations, clergy and the work of global justice. 
 
We now appear to be in a different economic environment for churches and charities 
across the world compared to that seen over the past 50 years.  Individuals no longer have 
job security, disposable income is at lower - particularly for younger adults- than it used to 
be and the desire and ability to give to charities and churches is therefore lower that it was 
even 10 years ago.  In addition, the changing social and political environment means that 
more MCCers have families to support, we are living longer and there are more options for 
how to spend our money.  
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As churches and as a denomination we continue to strive to make a difference… to change 
the story. We are still campaigning for equality in public spaces, workplaces, healthcare and 
immigration.  We achieve this together, whether by coming together with other religious 
leaders, as a church community or as a denomination.  These efforts require funding, and 
we have worked hard to increase income from sources other than our local churches: 

 Moderator Circle - which is a way for individuals to donate to the denomination over 
and above any donations to local churches.  The funds raised are used centrally for 
the work of the denomination. 

 Planned Giving campaign - encouraging people to consider MCC (local or 
international) in their estate planning. 

 Grants for capacity building - the SSOL and other work from the Office of Formation 
and Leadership Development has been funded this way. 

 Secured a major gift for and recruited a development director to build our other 
income streams. 

 
We still have a long way to go to replace local church contributions.  We probably will 
never do so as it is through this partnership that we achieve our greatest strength. 
 
Over the past eight years, we along with most other churches, have seen our income 
decrease:  

 churches have found it increasingly difficult to continue to contribute at 12%  
 church income has decreased  
 some churches have closed 
 Many of our emerging churches are in developing areas of the world and face their 

own funding challenges. 
 
In adapting to this new world we've realised that our current system, as set out in the 
bylaws, is very complicated both for local churches and for us.  It also appears that it may 
no longer match the needs of the denomination or local churches and the way we do 
ministry and may be unfair to some congregations. 
 
We therefore propose the formation of a commission to review the basis on which 
contributions to the denomination are paid and the way programs are delivered.  This 
commission will be comprised of both clergy and laity from across the denomination 
covering churches of all sizes.  It will work for a maximum of 18 months to bring a new 
proposal to a virtual general conference for approval.  We propose this timetable because 
we recognise that a longer timetable would mean that no change could take place before 
2020 which we felt was too far away.  We believe that this is too important a consideration 
to be carried out solely by the Governing Board and therefore wish to work in partnership 
with the new Moderator, the SLT, COE and congregations. 
 
To facilitate the work of the commission we propose the following: 

1. To reduce the contribution rate to 11.5% in 2017 in line with the agreement of 
General Conference in 2013. 
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2. To remove from the bylaws and place into the [policy Handbook] the section of the 
bylaws which determines the basis on which contributions are paid and the 
permitted deductions.  This is consistent with where the rate of payment is. 

 
Current financial stability 
 
2013 to 2015 has been marked by a period of continued economic uncertainty globally and 
UFMCC has not been immune. 
Despite the best efforts of the GB since 2010 we have not been able to replace the 
assessment income which was lost when the economic downturn occurred and in common 
with many of our churches we experienced a further decrease in 2015 prompting a difficult 
reduction in staffing. 
We are confident that we can fund our current staff level however, we recognise that the 
SLT and staff are having to work harder to deliver services with less support and fewer 
resources. We know that as a result not everything can be done and appreciate the efforts 
being made to work within budgetary constraints. 
 
We highlight that in the years that the financial position was forecast to be stable the 
Governing Board made decisions to invest in programming over and above our current 
year income to enable growth in specific ministry areas.  We highlight that these programs 
were not cut when income declined in 2015, increasing the deficit in that year 
 
Accuracy of financial position 
 
During 2013 & 2014 it became apparent that there were a number of historical liabilities 
which had been held off balance sheet and that the balance of accounts receivable which 
had increased between 2010 and 2013 was not recoverable.  
 
Adjustment to Accounts receivable: 
Following the 2013 general conference it was realised that a substantial amount of the 
balances held as accounts receivable related to old balances with churches who were in 
extreme financial difficulty.  Previously amounts were only written off when churches 
closed or were given formal forgiveness.  As part of our review we recognised that this was 
creating s misleading view of the financial position of the denomination and while efforts 
would still be made to recover amounts due in line with our assessments policy all balances 
which we deemed unlikely to be recovered were written off.  This has been reflected in the 
2011& 2012 accounts where appropriate.  Amounts written off to date have exceeded 
$450,000 USD. 
 
Adjustment for Post-retirement benefit obligations: 
In 2005 when our founder retired a contract was put in place to provide benefits in 
retirement, reflecting both the stable and growing financial position of the time and the 
desire to provide recognition of his service to the denomination.  This was not recognised 
as a liability at the time and has remained off balance sheet since.  In 2014, when we began 
to look at options for our current moderator we identified this contractual obligation and 
sought to quantify it.  In doing so we confirmed the need to renegotiate it as neither our 
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circumstances nor those of our founder were the same in 2015 as they were in 2005.  This 
has been recorded as an opening balance sheet adjustment in the 2011 accounts and 
therefore affects all the balance sheets presented previously and the income statements for 
2011 and 2012.   
 
We have therefore taken steps to ensure we have recorded these accurately going forward. 
 
Introduction of a robust provisioning policy for accounts receivable to ensure that future 
balances presented are recoverable Introduction of a transparent mechanism to support 
churches in financial difficulty and agree debt forgiveness or freeze existing arrears where 
appropriate. Agreed a reduction in the post retirement benefit obligation to better match 
our ongoing funding in doing so a couple of long standing balance sheet matters were 
identified and adjusted for.  As a result the reserves at the end of 2015 are lower than was 
presented at the 2013 General Conference. This principally reflects three matters: 

1. The write down of accounts receivable which are unlikely to be recovered  
2. The recognition of a liability in respect of post-retirement benefit and  
3. The deficit on 2015 income 

 
We are pleased to present the accounts for 2013, 2014 & 2015.  (2014 & 2015 are currently 
under way so results shown are unaudited and may therefore be adjusted at the 
completion of the audit process). 
 
We also represent the balance sheets for 2010, 2011, 2012 showing the changes as a result 
of the debtor write off and the recognition of the post retirement funding obligation.  We 
have not represented the income statements, these can be found in the audit report for 
2011- 2013.  Note no changes have been made to the 2010 income statement as this was 
audited prior to the discovery of these errors. 
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Support and Revenue

Assessment Income: Global (excl. US)

Assessment Income: US

Conferences and education

Gain (Loss) on investments

Development income

Gifts and donations

Grants

Church planting and revitalization

Other

Total Support and Revenue

Expenses

Governance and Legal

Strategic Plan Areas:

    People

    Global Growth

       General Conference

    Congregations and Ministries

    Justice

    Finances

General and administrative

Governing Board Strategic Investment

Total Expenses

Net Assets Beginning of Year

Net Assets End of Year

*2015 and 2014 are unaudited and subject to change based on the audit results.

954,809 1,167,220 1,176,022

784,600 954,809 1,167,220

87,219 118,803

2,165,274 2,171,444 2,380,174

85,453

721,552 666,807 753,304

276,850 293,563 321,507

76,301 86,216 98,333

376,688 416,839 397,158

44,853 12,778 232,827

270,610 343,709 364,086

225,748 232,729 212,959

1,995,065 1,959,033 2,371,372

2,439

90,688 93,192 106,298

6 448 86,221

158,589 75,001

(16,211) 32,798 109,164

329,505 281,748 88,293

1,088,519 1,348,084 1,353,356

242,960 92,679 436,885

101,009 110,083 113,716

2015* 2014* 2013
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Notes 
 
Other adjustments to 2011 & 2012 reflect the recommended adjustments by the auditors and 
principally relate to depreciation and classification of balance sheet matters. 
 
Please see accompanying GB Finance Report Appendix – FINAL for additional details. 
 

 
 
 
  

Balance sheet

2015 2014 2013

Assets

Cash & Cash Equivalents 405,340     274,861     387,880     

Accounts receivable 12,772       186,107     136,893     

Investments in Marketable Securities 581,969     799,517     969,393     

Prepaid expenses 23,254       2,030          169             

Inventory 20,342       20,342       20,342       

Fixed Assets 252,734     262,518     272,725     

1,296,411 1,545,375 1,787,402 

Liabilities

Accounts Payable 20,654       43,096       42,845       

Notes Payable

Accrued Expenses 118,230     136,095     127,206     

Deferred Income

Post retirement benefit obligations 372,929     411,376     450,131     

511,813     590,567     620,182     

784,598     954,808     1,167,220 

Reserves

Unrestricted - undesignated 21,661       483,717     667,917     

Unrestricted - operating reserve 300,000     300,000     300,000     

Designated (temporarily restricted) 462,937     171,090     199,303     

784,598     954,807     1,167,220 
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Governing Board Motions: 
 

Motion #1: Move to form a commission to review the basis of assessments and structure of 
operations for the Denomination with a view to creating a simpler and more sustainable 
base from which to grow into the next decade. The commission shall be formed of lay and 
clergy members representing churches of all sizes, the Senior Leadership Team and the 
Governing Board.  It shall report to a virtual general conference within 18 months of 
formation with a proposal for approval  

Motion #2: Move UFMCC Bylaws Article IX.B1 to Governing Board Policy Handbook to sit 
alongside the assessment rate.  

Motion #3: Move to continue to follow the prescribed assessment rate reduction as 
scheduled in the Governing Board Policy Handbook. 

 
Finance Committee:  

Marsha Warren  

SJ Ramage 

Kareem Murphy 

Cathy Campbell-Heroux  

Douglas Berger  

Barbara Crabtree, Director of Operations 

We thank Gail Rissler for her service as treasurer August 2013 to August 2015 and October 

2015 to February 2016. We also thank Rev. Dr. Carol Trissell for her service to the committee 

2013 to October 2015 and as treasurer August 2015 to October 2015.  And we thank Kareem 

Murphy for his service to the committee from 2014 to May 2016. 
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SECTION II:  GOVERNANCE 

 

The Governance Committee continued to provide oversight and compliance with MCC’s 

Bylaws, updating guiding documents and to appoint ad hoc committees to carry out the 

governance of MCC.  Since 2010, the Governance Committee has taken on this expressive art 

of creating the methods of governance that have helped guide the current Governing Board 

and will provide a solid foundation for MCC’s Governing Boards in the future. 

 

The Governance Committee was led by Rev. Onetta Brooks as Chair.  A team composed of 

Governing Board members, ad hoc committee appointees, and MCC staff contributed to our 

collective ability to provide governance and oversight for our denomination. 

Bylaws Team 

In January 2015, the Governing Board approved the appointment of Rev. Onetta 

Brooks, Chair; Mrs. Sarah Jane Ramage, Rev. Mel Martinez, Mr. Joseph Stambaugh, Mr. 

Joel Martinez, Mr. Jack Hutter and Mrs. Linda Brenner to serve on the Bylaw Team 

through General Conference XXVI. The Bylaw Team managed the process identified 

in Addendum 1 – Procedures for Submitting Bylaw Proposals. Although no new bylaw 

proposals were submitted by January 4, 2016 from clergy house and lay house 

delegates, we do have six (6) Governing Board sponsored bylaw proposals. As we 

enter General Conference XXVI, we thank outgoing Bylaw Team members:  Rev. Mel 

Martinez, Mr. Joseph Stambaugh, Mr. Joel Martinez Gutierrez, and Mrs. Linda Brenner.  

Governing Board Nominating Committee (GBNC)  

In March 2015, the Governing Board appointed Mark Kornmann (Team Leader), who 

joined earlier appointed team members: Rev. Tijuana L. Gray and Ms. Kakay Pamaran 

to the GBNC.  We thank now Professor Nancy Maxwell who served until she resigned 

to accept an Elder appointment. Also, in October 2015, we appointed Mr. Bryan 

Parker as an alternate who served for a few months until his resignation in February 

2016.  They have successfully presented a slate of 8 (eight) candidates, 5 (five) 

members of the clergy and 3 (three) members of the laity, to stand for election to fill 

four clergy person seats and two lay person seats. 

Moderator Nominating Committee (MNC) 

The Governing Board appointed Rev. Dr. Lea Brown, Rev. Kevin Downer, and Ms. Elisa 

Vega-Burns to the MNC in 2013. During this period, the Governing Board decided to 

expand this nominating committee, along with the recommendation of the MNC, and 

appointed two persons as Alternates, Rev. Beulah Durrheim and Mr. Stuart 

Sutherland to the MNC support the MNC during its process and be prepared to serve 
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as alternate member should circumstances arise that would not allow MNC members 

to fulfill their roles over the three years until the next General Conference. The 

Governing Board reaffirmed Rev. Onetta Brooks to the role as the Governing Board 

Liaison to the MNC.  This decision has provided evidence to support the need to 

increase the MNC from three (3) to five (5) appointed members to the MNC. A 

Governing Board sponsored UFMCC Bylaw proposal has been submitted for General 

Conference delegates for consideration at this General Conference 2016. 

The MNC has selected a slate of four (4) candidates to stand for election as the next 

Moderator of MCC for a six (6) year term of office. 

 

Policy Handbook  

The Governance Committee continued to periodically update the Policy Handbook 

with the help and input from Governing Board members whose committees had new 

and/or revised policies over the past three years since General Conference 2013. The 

purpose of the Policy Handbook is to provide comprehensive information concerning 

and policies associated with the areas overseen by the Governing Board, the areas 

delegated to other individuals within MCC and the powers reserved by the Governing 

Board. 

Currently the Policy Handbook includes twenty-three polices that cover topics such 

as Governing Board communication, conducting audits, handling of our investments, 

and management of the operating reserve as well as process for complaints about the 

Moderator.  

This Policy Handbook has been posted on the Governing Board website since its 

creation and updated with each change. The Policy Handbook can be found at 

http://governingboard.mccchurch.org/about/our-policies/ 

 

Other Accomplishments of the Governance Committee 

● Successfully designed and managed MCC’s Second Virtual Special General Conference 

in May 2015 to affirm seven (7) new Elder appointments by Moderator Nancy Wilson, 

approved by the Governing board and affirmed by General Conference.   

● Preparing for one of the historic General Conferences in MCC’s history to be held in 

Victoria, British Columbia, Canada in July 2016.  This is the second General 

Conference in which the Governing Board is responsible for conducting the Business 

Forum and Business Meeting.  Here, we will elect the 3rd MCC Moderator, new 

Governing Board members, pass motions to implement the work of Commission on 

http://governingboard.mccchurch.org/
http://governingboard.mccchurch.org/about/our-policies/
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the Statement of Faith, and present the current financial status and future vision and 

updated strategic plan of MCC. 

● In response to concerns expressed over the moderator selection process 

approved by the Governing Board and executed by the appointed MNC, an 

independent review of the process was led by Dan Hotchkiss, board consultant and 

Phil Griffin, L.E.A.D co-coordinator. The results were published in The Review Team 

Report final dated March 17, 2016 and MCC Review Team Follow-memo to GB, 

dated March 28, 2016. The result of that report recommended lifting the PAUSE and 

moving forward with the moderator election process. Both are posted on 

http://governingboard.mccchurch.org/ 

 

Governance Committee: 

Rev. Onetta Brooks, Chair 

Mrs. Sarah Jane Ramage 

Rev. Clinton Crawshaw 

 

We thank Rev. Dr. Karen Thompson for her appointed service on December 17, 2015 
through her resignation on February 04, 2016.   

http://governingboard.mccchurch.org/
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SECTION III: Strategic Planning 

 

MCC Five-Year Strategic Plan (2013-2018) 

 

Updated Vision Statement: 

Metropolitan Community Church is compelled by an unfinished calling and a 

prophetic destiny. We are a global movement of spiritually diverse people fully awake 

to God’s enduring love. Following the example of Jesus and empowered by the Spirit, 

we demand, proclaim and do justice in the world. 

 

Updated Mission Statement: 

Metropolitan Community Church is an increasingly global and diverse people who 

proclaim and practice a spirituality that is liberating and sufficiently profound to 

address the issues of our volatile, uncertain and complex world.   

 

The global movement is called to develop and equip leaders, congregations and 

ministries to do the work of justice, compassion and the integration of sexuality and 

spirituality.    

We will do this through high value training, cutting edge theological exploration, 

expanding partnerships and engaging with similarly minded justice movements.   

 

Core Values: 

 Inclusion  

Love is our greatest moral value and resisting exclusion is a primary focus of our 

ministry. We want to continue to be conduits of faith where everyone is included in 

the family of God, and where all parts of our being are welcomed at God’s table. 

 Community  

Offering a safe and open community for people to worship, learn and grow in their 

faith is our deep desire. We are committed to equipping ourselves and each other to 

do the work that God has called us to do in the world. 

 Spiritual Transformation 

Providing a message of liberation from the oppressive religious environment of our 

day or to those experiencing God for the first time is what guides our ministry. We 

believe that when people are invited to experience God through the life and ministry 

of Christ, lives will be transformed. 

 Justice 

Working to talk less and do more, we are committed to resisting the structures that 

oppress people and standing with those who suffer under the weight of oppressive 

systems, being guided always by our commitment to Global Human Rights.  
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Core Services 

Core services are activities that are performed at the denominational level for the local 

church, for clergy, and for the world around us.  They must and will be developed in 

consultation with our local churches so they resource them on their journey toward growth 

and greater health.  Core services will develop out of conversations between the 

denominational offices and local churches as we build out what will be included in the 

following services.   

 

 Leadership and Spiritual Development and Deployment 

 Prophetic Voice for Justice 

 Identity; Branding, Marketing and Communication 

 Congregational Development (Resource Development Toolbox, New Church Starts, 

etc.) 

 MCC Capacity Building, governance (MCC denomination/church partnership, “We are 

stronger together.”) 

 iMCC (Virtual Church to be developed in consultation with and to support the local 

church, and to service those areas of the world where there is no physical MCC 

presence) 

 Global Movement (Access & Integration, Community, Connecting, Partnerships, 

Building, Accessibility) 

 

 

Breakthrough Objectives: 

 #1 – Global Growth 

Become a growing multi-cultural, international, spiritual community 

 #2 – Justice 

  Boldly claim our prophetic role as a justice movement for the 21st century 

 #3 – Congregations and Ministries 

  Resource and expand the number of healthy, vibrant churches and ministries 

 #4 – People 

Cultivate, nurture and deploy lay and clergy leaders that are equipped and 

empowered to carry out our global mission 

 #5 – Finances 

  Build a culture of generosity to achieve our vision and mission 
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Strategic Planning report: 

In 2013 the Governing Board presented to General Conference a Strategic Plan which was 

intended to take the denomination forward for the next five years.  We were all very 

excited at the prospect of moving forward on the five key areas. 

In 2014 and 2015 the Governing Board invested in programming to support the 

development of the plan, however while this was happening the world economy continued 

to be more volatile, uncertain and depressed than had been expected.  In 2015, we had to 

face a difficult reality and reduce our headcount by 25%, as a result the ability of our staff 

and volunteers to deliver the strategic plan as envisaged was severely compromised. 

Super Priority Actions were developed by the senior leadership team to streamline our 

activities into a framework which while consistent with the strategic plan allowed us to 

continue operating on a reduced cost base. 

We now believe that we are unable to progress with the Strategic Plan as designed and 

must look to develop a new plan with the new Moderator and SLT. 

 

Strategic Planning Committee: 

Raquel Benitez-Rojas 

We thank Gail Rissler for her work developing the strategic plan in 2012 & 2013 and her 

service on this committee 2013-2015. We also thank Rev. Dr. Carol Trissell who chaired 

this committee 2013-2014.  And we thank Kareem Murphy for his service on this 

committee 2013-2016. 
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SECTION IV: Development 

 

Financial Development, of resources beyond assessments from churches, is part of the 

work of the Governing Board, in collaboration with MCC’s Development Staff, and a key 

component in our Strategic Plan for MCC.  

Challenges: 

In 2014, we hired a consultant, who concluded that we needed a fulltime development 

director in order to shift MCC’s income base from depending so much on church 

assessments, and raise income other ways. In addition, we needed to create a strategy for 

MCC’s Development Office to partner with churches in donor development that would 

benefit the local church and the denomination. This would require a culture shift from 

competition to collaboration.  

Accomplishments: 

 Secured a major gift ($250,000) to support a new Development Office, and funds for 

new church starts 

 Hired a new Director of Development for MCC, Emily Gaylor, August 2015 

 Purchased DonorPerfect Database that will expand our capacity, and includes a 

wealth overlay system.  

 Moderator’s Circle continues to be a mainstay of our Development program, 

bringing in about $260,000 per year, currently with 312 members. Governing Board 

members participated, hosted, and helped to plan Moderator’s Circle gatherings.  

 We instituted a clergy Moderator’s Circle group called “Lightkeepers.” 

 Major Donors: Started to build donor relationships, and began laying the 

groundwork for  local church/denomination collaboration 

 Started designing a new planned giving program for MCC 

 Grants Received :   

o Carpenter Foundation grants for: Clergy Wellness ($75,000); for the Online 

Learning Center – SSOL ($75,000) and the Academy for Spiritual Formation 

($60,800; matching donor gave $10,200);  

o Google Grant (10K per year)  

 Beginning to plan for MCC’s 50th anniversary, and making the development case for 

MCC’s future  

 Expanding our use of social media in fund development, GIVING TUESDAY 
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Goals for 2016/2017: 

 Training for our Governing Board and leadership to be more confident and engaged 

as a partner for our Development program 

 Increasing the Moderator’s Circle by 25% 

 Expanding major donors by making our case 

 Creating a collaborative culture between local churches and the denomination in 

attracting donors.  

 

Development Committee: 

Rev Nancy Wilson  

Rev. Clinton Crawshaw 

Emily Gaylor, Director of Development 

We thank Rev. Dr. Robert Griffin for his service to this committee August 2013 to February 

2016. 
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SUMMARY OF MOTIONS PRESENTED BY 

THE GOVERNING BOARD OF THE UNIVERSAL FELLOWSHIP OF METROPOLITAN 

COMMUNITY CHURCHES FOR CONSIDERTION BY GENERAL CONFERENCE XXVI: 

 

 

Motion #1: Move to form a commission to review the basis of assessments and structure of 
operations for the Denomination with a view to creating a simpler and more sustainable 
base from which to grow into the next decade. The commission shall be formed of lay and 
clergy members representing churches of all sizes, the Senior Leadership Team and the 
Governing Board.  It shall report to a virtual general conference within 18 months of 
formation with a proposal for approval  

 

Motion #2: Move UFMCC Bylaws Article IX.B1 to Governing Board Policy Handbook to sit 
alongside the assessment rate.  

 

Motion #3: Move to continue to follow the prescribed assessment rate reduction as 
scheduled in the Governing Board Policy Handbook. 
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Governing Board Standing Committees, 2016 

  
Finance – SJ Ramage; Marsha Warren; Cathy Campbell-Heroux; Douglas Berger; Barb 
Crabtree, Director of Operations 
  
Development – Rev. Clinton Crawshaw; Emily Gaylor, Director of Development 
  
Governance - Rev. Onetta Brooks, Chair; SJ Ramage; Rev. Clinton Crawshaw  
 
Strategic Planning –Raquel Bení tez-Rojas 
  
Governing Board Ad Hoc Teams, 2016 
Audit – Raquel Benitez-Rojas, Chair; Marvin Bagwell,  
  
Global Justice Institute – Rev. Elder Dr. Nancy Wilson 
 
Moderator Transition - Rev. Clinton Crawshaw, Rev. Dr. Mona West, Rusty Hall, Barb 
Crabtree, Jochen Geweche 
 
 
We thank Kareem Murphy for serving on the Moderator Transition Team 2013- February 2, 2016; and 

the Global Justice Institute from 2013 until his resignation on May 07, 2016.  
 
 
 
 
Elected Governing Board Resignations since General Conference 2013 
 
Rev Elder Tony Freeman (resigned August 06, 2013 for an appointment to MCC’s Senior 
Leadership Team in September 2013) 
Rev. Dr. Robert Griffin (resigned February 23, 2016) 
Gail Rissler (resigned February 04, 2016) 
Rev. Dr. Carol Trissell (resigned October 22, 2015; appointed Rev. Dr. Karen Thompson to 
fill vacancy on December 17, 2015 and resigned February 04, 2016) 
Kareem Murphy (resigned May 07, 2016) 


